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Effective citizen engagement in the co-creation of services is rare. Participatory Budgeting (PB) is a tool which gives citizens the opportunity to suggest, develop, design, and vote on projects and services in their community. In this article, I argue, that by changing power dynamics, PB is one method which can ensure the effective co-creation of social innovation.

Issues with co-creation

As organizations shift from the New Public Management paradigm, service providers are being encouraged to co-create services ‘with’ service users rather than designing services ‘for’ them. This requires a new skillset and change in mindset (Strokosch & Osborne, 2020). Citizens are now the ‘experts’ from their lived experience, and professionals are the facilitators—harnessing their expertise.

Despite changing expectations, cuts to local government budgets means there is less time and resources to implement this new way of working. Subsequently, providers risk continuing to adopt ‘consultative’ rather than ‘collaborative’ approaches to co-creation, which limit opportunities for service users to truly influence decisions. Unless power relations are challenged in different ways, power remains with the service provider and innovative changes to services are unlikely (Farr, 2018). Lack of transparency in decision-making processes and outcomes also restricts the extent to which a service is truly ‘co-created’. PB addresses these issues by changing power dynamics and creating a transparent decision-making process with multiple opportunities for participation.

What is PB?

PB gives citizens an equal opportunity to suggest project ideas, deliberate over which ideas are best and vote for those they feel should be allocated resources. The project with the most votes must be implemented and the cycle begins again (see Figure 1). The most effective forms of PB engage citizens at each part of this process to deliver truly co-created services. However, some PB projects offer few opportunities to engage and may only involve people in one or two stages, limiting the opportunity for true co-creation.

PB started in 1988 in the city of Porto Alegre, Brazil to address issues of corruption and trust in political institutions. The authorities implemented a robust, transparent PB exercise, allowing local citizens to suggest project ideas, deliberate over funding allocation and vote on which projects were implemented. PB in Porto Alegre is often considered to be one of the most successful PB experiments, as it empowered local people by changing the relationship between state and civil society, with truly co-created innovative solutions to local issues (Novy & Leubolt, 2006).

However, subsequent PB experiments across the EU have generally not been as successful in transforming service delivery or participants’ views of political institutions. When practiced effectively, there have been positive impacts with innovative co-created services based on citizen’s needs (Dzic et al., 2016). Conversely, when PB has not been implemented effectively, there has been little impact, as people felt they could not truly co-create services or influence decisions (Wilkinson et al., 2019).

PB as a social innovation

There remains debate over what qualifies as ‘social innovation’. However, I believe PB fits into almost any definition as it is ‘social in both its means and ends’ (Murray et al., 2010). By changing the relationship between service providers and citizens, and demonstrating a direct impact from involvement, PB can deliver a more inclusive political process and encourage participation by those who are disengaged or disillusioned by traditional democratic methods. PB can also result in more socially innovative outputs, as citizens suggest projects which truly reflect their needs, often prioritizing social justice and innovation (Sintomer et al., 2013).

Therefore, PB is a social innovation in itself, with co-creation at its heart, and an approach which can produce social innovations through effective implementation.

PB as the key to true co-creation

PB is often perceived as simply allowing citizens to vote on resource allocation decisions. However, PB is most effective when citizens have the opportunity to be involved in each stage of the PB process, which mirrors the four elements of co-creation (Nabatchi et al., 2017). Whether it be prioritizing resources (co-commissioning); designing projects (co-design); assisting project delivery (co-delivery); or voting on and monitoring project implementation (co-assessment), PB enables citizens to be involved at each stage of the development process. Implementing PB in this way can lead...
to a genuine change in the power relationship between service providers and citizens as jointly developed projects result in outputs which are genuinely co-created. This is not to say PB is a magic bullet for effective engagement and co-creation. Like any other form of participation, it needs to be inclusive, planned effectively and be allocated enough time and resources for effective implementation. When these things are in place, PB can be truly transformative and give real power to citizens to truly co-create innovative services.
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Figure 1. Visual representation of a cyclical PB process.